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Ancient roman weapons and armor

The equipment used by the Roman army changed significantly during many centuries of Rome's existence. These changes reflected changes in technology and tactics. Interestingly, military supplies were a great export of ancient Rome, with elements of short swords sold to The German and Northern tribes. Page
Contents Roman Weapons A wide range of weapons were used by Roman soldiers. This became particularly true after the auxiliary was introduced and specialized units come from around the Roman Empire. Swords (Gladius &amp; Spatha) Gladius was the main weapon of the Roman legions. Gladius was a short, two-
sided sword used during the late Roman Republic and much of the Roman Empire. It was between 40 and 60 centimeters long. The oldest gladius can be dated to the early Roman Kingdom in the seventh century BC Gladius consisted of several components: handle, rivet-button, pommel, handle and handguard. Building



a gladius was complicated. To create a sword that was so strong and flexible, the blacksmith would use a lot of hard steals on the outer layers of the sword with softer steel on the center. The sword was a longer sword closer to a metre in length. This weapon was used by some auxiliary units during the early Roman
Empire and was later used by the Legionnaire infantry in the third century CE and later. Javelin (Pilum) During the maniple era (315 BC to 107 BC), the first line of the Roman infantry, the hachtati brought several pila that would be launched at the enemy before participating in hand-to-hand combat. This tactic continued
with auxiliary infantry and some Legionnaire infantry carrying pila to throw before battle. A pilum could be thrown between twenty-five and thirty meters, weigh about two kilograms and could cause significant damage. It had a long wooden shaft, it was two meters long with a metal tibia attached at the end. In battle, the
use of this weapon was two-way. First, this weapon was an effective murder tool. Second, the metal tibia was soft so that on impact it warped and bent, which means that if it penetrated the shield of an enemy soldier, it would be difficult to remove. This rendered the shield useless and should be discarded. Spear The
Roman spear was a wooden shaft (either ash or hazelnut) attached to an iron head. The spears were the weapon of choice of the early Roman phalanx (756 BC to 315 BC). The spear was widely used throughout Italy as the main weapon of most armies. The Roman cavalry also used the along with some auxiliary
infantry of the Roman Empire. Dagger (Pugio) The Roman dagger (pugio) comes from the Iberian peninsula. Usually fifteen to thirty centimeters long and five centimeters wide. The pugio would be used in very close combat quarters when a soldier had lost or was able to use his gladius. Tools Soldiers who various tools
with them help carry out daily tasks such as clearing debris, cutting trees, etc. The dolabra was a tool carried by all the soldiers. This was a two-sided tool with an axe on one side and an axe on the other side. Other tools such as knives with sharp hooks were transferred to cut branches for firewood. Roman armor helmet
The design of the Roman helmet changed over the centuries. During the Roman Kingdom and the early Roman Republic, it was based on an Etruscan plan. After the Marian Reforms (107 BC), there were two widely used helmets. A lighter helmet used mainly by equestrians and a heavier helmet used by infantry that had
a thicker lip and a neck protector to protect soldiers. Under the helmet soldiers will wear stuffing to ensure they fit perfectly and also make it more comfortable. Two commonly used helmets used by the Roman army were coolus helmet and Weisenau helmets. Body Armour There was a wide variety of metal body armor
used throughout the ancient world. The body armor provided a large amount of protection from both ranged and near combat attacks. To reduce the hassle of heavy metal wear? The soldiers would wear underwear to limit the scrubbing. Roman shield shields became by gluing several layers of wood together (oak, ash,
cedar, and alder were commonly used). During most of the Roman Republic, a large oval shield was used. One problem with sticking several layers of wood together would be its vulnerability to water. To overcome this issue, a piece of skin will be stretched across the shield to protect it, significantly increasing its
lifespan. The cavalry of ancient Rome used a round shield known as the Parma shield. It was about ninety centimeters in diameter and had an iron lip. This type of shield was also used by other units of the Roman army at different times. The scutum was the shield of legionnaires' choice. This was a large rectangular
shield that weighed about ten pounds and about half a centimeter thick. The scutum provided extensive protection on the left side of a soldier, allowing him to push with his gladius in his right hand. The scutum was replaced with a more elongated shaped shield in the third and fourth century CE. It was made from three
layers of wood that would stick together using cattle glue. The skin would then stretch over the shield to extend its lifespan. The scutum had a metal hemispheric boss will significantly strengthen the shield. Roman garment wool was one of the most common materials used in Roman military attire. Other materials such as
linen and silk were less common because of their expense. Most of the time, the clothes were left unwell in its original color. However, white, purple, red, blue, green and yellow dyes were not uncommon. Tunics During the Roman Republic and the first of the Roman Empire tunics will have either short-sleeved or
sleeveless and cut above the knee. If the garment was loose and there was excess fabric it would be piled on the back of the neck and tied. This was an important skill, and if done incorrectly it will cause significant discomfort when worn under armor. As the Roman Empire progressed into the third and fourth centuries,
long-sleeved tunics became the norm. The cloaks were made of thick wool and served a few functions. First, they provided much needed warmth for soldiers serving in the colder northern provinces. Second, they provided additional protection from the attack. There are also indications that straps use folds in their cloaks
to hold ammunition. Two types of cloaks were mainly used in the Roman army: Armour Padding Every soldier who wore metallic armor would also wear quilted linen padding stuffed with wool underneath. The main issue with this stuffing was that if it gets wet it will take a long time to dry. To avoid this, soldiers often wore
a leather garment on it. This investment served several functions: Footwear During the Roman Kingdom and the early Roman Republic, soldiers would have to provide their equipment and so poorer soldiers would often have just wrapped strips of cloth and leather around their feet for protection. Caligae was a military
sandal distributed by the Roman state after the Marian reforms in 107 BCE. It was cut from a single animal skin and was thick enough to provide protection from sharp objects on the ground. It was fastened with a leather strap. In the northern provinces, socks were introduced. Whether made of wool or linen it would be
wrapped around the leg and lower leg to provide extra warmth. Accessories Roman soldiers will have worn various other clothing: Share this page Books Bibliography Read our review Read our review Throughout history the Roman armies have been regarded as one of the most effective and powerful war machines.
Roman armies can be seen in film and in the book, even today in our modern world discussing the strength and level of their battles. Part of the reason they were so successful in conquering and battling their enemies there was superior armor and weapons that were effective over centuries. Below you can find
information about some of their most famous and effective weapons, as well as armor items that served the Romans well for many years of war. Roman weapons One of the most recognizable weapons of the Romans is their strong short sword, Gladys. Gladius is a short sword that was often used in Spain. During the
Punic Wars Roman General Scipio Africanus liked the sword and began to apply its use to Roman forces. Gladius had a 50cm blade with two edges. Although it could be used to reduce enemies it was much more effective and often used to stab your opponent. It was an effective for up-close hand-to-hand combat when
a long gun like a spear would be ineffective. The Roman Legionnaires were extensively trained to stab the enemy in some vulnerable areas (Romanmilitary.net). Later version of Gladius The Romans are known for their use of Pilum. The Pilum was a Roman version of a spear or javelin and could be used by hand to fight
the hand or thrown at the enemy. The Pilum was often thrown towards the enemy before engaging the enemy with a short sword. There are a few different types of Pilum. There is the slim Pilum which is about two meters long. The thick Pilum is almost the same length as the thin Pilum, but had a large wooden block
connecting the metal head to the wooden shaft. This block was also in place to protect a soldier's hand when he stabbed someone with the Pilum. The weighted Pilum was created when later versions of Pilum became much lighter than the original. A weight was added at the top of the shaft to help balance the spear so
that it can be thrown and used more accurately. Pilum's iron head also became softer so on impact it bent making it harder for the enemy to throw back the Pilum once the head bent (Romanmilitary.net) Roman soldiers usually carried two Pilum and threw them at their enemy while charging into battle. This will often
shock and harm the enemy making them more vulnerable to the Romans when the battle turned very close quarters fighting. Pilum's long iron head was very effective in attacking the enemy. Not only was it powerful and deadly it could also pierce through an enemy's shield with ease. This would then render the shield of
enemies useless because of the clumsy big spear hanging from it. Often Pilum would also leave a hole in the enemy shield that weakens it. This made the Pilum a highly effective weapon when dealing with unarmored or light armored enemies. Once their shield was useless they had little defense of being killed
(Ancientmilitary.com). From left to right: A thin pilum, thick pilum and weighted pilum The Romans also had a number of long-range weapons used to attack the enemy from a distance. One of those weapons was Plumbata. The Plumbata was a throwing arrow weighted with lead making it heavy and able to do serious
damage when hitting a target. Plumbata was often carried by Roman legionnaires, until six Plumbata could be transported attached behind their shield. This made heavy infantry troops able to attack on their own from a distance as well as up close effectively Roman light armed called Velites often used throwing spears to
engage the enemy from a distance. These were lighter and smaller than the heavy pilum, but could be thrown further. The Romans also had Roman archers called Archers, who used a composite arc of wood, nerve and horn. Roman Roman Roman armor around the years 200-150 BC was mostly composed of a shield
called Scutum, a helmet, and some kind of body armor depending on class and location. The Scutum is a very large oval shield that had a main hand handle. It was made of wood that is glued together and usually covered in leather. On the outer rim of the shield is added the metal to help strengthen its strength. Roman
soldiers often put their right shoulder on the big shield and loaded their enemies. Once they are hit they will bend over behind their shield and fight around it usually with a sword or a spear (Romanmilitary.com). Similar body armor is worn by all different types of heavy infantry soldier. The authorities (heavy infantry),
hastari (frontline soldiers), and triarii (veterans) consisted of armor consisting of the same materials. They were wearing a small 20cm square or round chest called Pectorale. They also wore a fibrous residue covering their left leg. That was the leg that would have been exposed in battle. Some of the wealthiest soldiers
wore chainsaw shirts weighing about 15 kilograms. Velites who were lightly armed troops usually did not wear armor except to have a helmet and a Scutum. This allowed them greater mobility and speed, but offered less protection. This would be useful for them to move quickly, firing spears from a distance. Calvary
troops wore almost identical armor to heavy infantry troops, but had a round shield that differed from the Scutum (romanmilitary.net). The Roman helmet changed and evolved throughout its use. The harbour helmet was made of iron that had a neck protector that went over the back of the soldier's neck. It also had a
topknot that was used to keep the Mohawk looking top. This helmet evolved the imperial French helmet which is probably what most people will now imagine a Roman soldier wearing. The French type helmet lengthens the neck protector and metal cheek guards run down the face to protect a soldier's face and head. An
enhanced metal strip was added along the forehead to protect itself from downward blows. An emblem and feathers are often worn on the helmet in an attempt to make soldiers look taller and more intimidating to their opponent. Imperial French helmet Romans armor and weapons were so effective because of their
experience with many different types of opponents. They had come across a wide range of weapons and tanks and got the best equipment they saw in combat and adapted and innovated him to work for them. The Romans superior weapons and armor combined with the flexibility of their armies and their combat
capability made them one of the most if not the most powerful force to be reckoned with in the ancient world. World. World.
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